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A. INTRODUCTION

Metals and alloys subjected to tensile stresses and exposed to certain environmental conditions may
develop cracks that would not occur in the absence of either of those controlling parameters. Not all
environments that are corrosive to a particular metal promote stress corrosion cracking (SCC), but
even some apparently innocuous substances, such as water, may induce cracking in some materials
[1], the composition and structure of which can play a critical role in the incidence or otherwise of
SCC. The manifestation of the cracks may create the impression of brittleness in the metal, because
the cracks often propagate with little attendant deformation, although almost invariably the pro-
perties of the metal conform to ductility specifications.

The incidence of SCC appears to have increased over the last few decades, possibly because as
the problem of general corrosion has been overcome, by control of environmental factors and the use
of inherently more corrosion resistant materials, the probability of more localized forms of corrosion
has increased. Those trends have been accompanied by moves toward higher operating stresses,
deriving from the more efficient use of materials, and the more extensive use of welding as a method
of fabrication. The result gives rise to residual stresses, as do other methods of fabrication involving
inhomogeneous deformation, and unless such stresses are relieved, they can promote SCC, the
incidence of which is probably greater from the presence of residual than from operating stresses
alone. An example of SCC resulting from residual welding stresses is shown in Figure 1. Here liquor
seeping from the cracks reveals the positions of the latter, which are associated with a longitudinal
weld where the principal tensile residual stresses would be parallel to the weld and of the order of the
yield stress in this nonstress relieved structure [2]. The low rate of growth of those cracks, the facts
that they are visible, and because the operating pressure is relatively low, would allow appropriate
action to be taken. But invariably that is not the case, since the cracks may grow undetected. This was
the case in the failure shown in Figure 2, which is from a buried high-pressure gas pipeline that failed
in service and where the main fracture is apparent from the separation of the fracture surfaces toward
the top of the photograph. But secondary cracks, emanating from the soil side, are also apparent [3].
These cracks are not associated with a weld and the operating stresses undoubtedly played a major
role in the failure. Both Figures 1 and 2 show the presence of multiple cracks, which would be seen to
be even more prevalent if examined at higher magnifications. Multiple cracking frequently also
accompanies SCC failures.

Stress corrosion cracking may be associated with intergranular or transgranular paths through the
metal and, in some cases, with a mixture of those modes. Examination of metallographic sections
from the steels involved with Figures 1 and 2 revealed intergranular cracks, with a typical example in
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FIGURE 1. Stress corrosion cracks in the shell of a coal gas liquor recirculating tank [2].

Figure 3. An example of an essentially transgranular crack, in a different pipeline steel from that
involved with Figure 3 and exposed to a different environment [4], is shown in Figure 4. Figure 5
shows an example of mixed-mode cracking in an arsenical a-brass exposed to water containing a
small amount of sulfur dioxide [5]. In the same system, cracks may initiate in the intergranular mode,
then change to transgranular as the stress concentration increases with increasing crack depth, and
even revert to intergranular if the crack bifurcates and reduces the stress concentration. Since the
most common mode of failure of metals is transgranular (e.g., by overload or fatigue), but not high-
temperature creep, intergranular SCC is sometimes regarded as unusual and has often been
associated with the collection of segregates or precipitates at grain boundaries. That is undoubtedly
so in some cases, of which the propensity for intergranular SCC in sensitized austenitic stainless
steels, due to the precipitation of chromium carbides in boundaries and the impoverishment of the
surrounding material in chromium is probably the best-known instance [6]. However, as the
examples quoted above involving pipeline steels indicate, a change in environment may result in a
change of crack path, while the examples involving brass indicate that a change in the stressing
conditions may also result in a change in cracking mode. Thus, while electrochemical heterogeneity
due to segregates or precipitates at grain boundaries may play a role in some instances of
intergranular SCC, the incidence of the latter or otherwise is dependent on the environmental and
stressing conditions.

The interactions between environmental and stressing conditions upon the paths of cracks
indicate the possible problems in deducing some mechanistic hypothesis for SCC based upon limited
studies of a particular system. Mechanisms of SCC have been, and continue to be, widely discussed.
Most suggested mechanisms invoke either a process of localized embrittlement of the metal in the
vicinity of the crack tip or of localized dissolution in that region [7]. There are variations on both of
these themes, so that, for example, while hydrogen ingress may result in the embrittlement of some
metals, and the mechanism of such embrittlement is a matter of debate, the formation of films with
certain properties may induce cleavage which, once initiated, continues to advance into the
underlying metal before arresting. Such film-induced cleavage may involve dealloyed layers in some
alloys, but those layers may play the same role as oxide films, in preventing lateral dissolution on the
crack sides and concentrating dissolution in the crack tip region, when bare metal is exposed by



FIGURE 2. Secondary SCC on the outer surface of a high-pressure gas transmission pipeline near the origin of
a SCC failure [3].

straining in the adjacent metal. Such strains may be associated with transgranular cracking where
bare metal slip steps emerge through films in the crack tip region, or they may induce intergranular
cracking, especially if electrochemical heterogeneity causes preferential dissolution at the grain
boundaries. It is possible that with some environments, both dissolution and hydrogen ingress, may
facilitate crack growth. It is not surprising that mechanistic aspects of SCC are the subject of almost
annual conferences, but for our present purposes the emphasis is on assisting the practicing engineer
predict those combinations of metal and environment that promote SCC and how they may be
controlled or avoided in particular engineering structures. Complete mechanistic understanding of
SCC would assist in achieving such goals, but in the absence of such understanding it is still possible
to make some advances in relation to practical control.

B. ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS FOR SCC

Until about three decades ago, it was thought that SCC occurred only in particular alloys exposed to
a few very specific environments (e.g., ferritic steels exposed to hydroxides or nitrates, brasses



FIGURE 3. Intergranular cracks in a pipeline steel [3].

FIGURE 4. Transgranular cracking in a different pipeline steel from that of Figure 3 produced by a different
environment [4].



FIGURE 5. Mixed-mode SCC in a-brass exposed to H2O+ SO2 [5].

exposed to ammoniacal environments, and austenitic stainless steels or aluminium alloys to
chlorides). While the concept of solution specificity remains, since not all environments corrosive
toward a particular alloy promote SCC, the number of environments that will promote that mode of
failure has increased considerably in recent times. It is impossible to list here all of the environments
that have been shown to promote SCC in the commonly used alloys, but, in terms of predicting
whether or not a particular metal-environment combination is likely to suffer SCC, certain
circumstances need to obtain. Where crack growth is by a localized dissolution process, potent
solutions will need to promote a critical balance between activity and passivity, since a highly active
condition will result in general corrosion, while a completely passive condition cannot lead to SCC.
For most engineering alloys, inactivity at exposed surfaces is due to the presence of adherent oxide
films on those surfaces. Then, it is not surprising that the alloys of high inherent corrosion resistance
(e.g., austenitic stainless steels that readily develop protective films) require an aggressive ion, such
as a halide, to promote SCC. Alternatively, metals of low inherent corrosion resistance (e.g., C steels)
require the presence of an environment that is itself partially passivating for SCC. Such steels can fail
in solutions of anodic inhibitors (e.g., nitrates, hydroxides, carbonates, or phosphates).

The SCC is influenced not only by the presence of particular ions and their concentration, but also
by the electrode potential, so that cracking occurs only within certain potential ranges for particular
metal-environment combinations. Figure 6 shows the cracking domains for ferritic steels exposed to
various environments (also involving different temperatures, another parameter that can influence
SCC) and pH and potential dependent cracking domains have been shown to exist for other alloys.
The boundaries of such domains would be expected to relate to particular reactions involving film
formation. For each of the systems shown in Figure 6, the upper boundaries correspond to the
formation of Fe2O3, with ductile failure in slow strain rate tests at potentials above the cracking
domain. There are two exceptions in that at potentials high enough to form Fe2O3, nitrates, and high-
temperature water promote cracking from within pits. The initiation of cracks from pits has been
observed in many systems and while that has sometimes been related to stress intensification at the
base of pits, it is probably at least as likely to relate to changes in the composition of the solution and
potential within the pits. With some bulk solutions, lowering of the pH and potential will occur in
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FIGURE 6. The SCC potential-pH domains for ferritic steels in various environments, the latter at a variety of
temperatures, together with the equilibrium potentials for the discharge of hydrogen at 250C.

pits, so that the SCC domain for the bulk solution may be irrelevant and indeed the mechanism of
cracking may change. Thus, Figure 6 shows that the cracking domains are above the equilibrium
potentials for hydrogen discharge from the solutions of various pH values, but even the buffered
solutions (OH, CO3/HCO3, C2H3O2, and PO4), which do not cause pitting at the concentrations
involved with Figure 6, can promote hydrogen-related cracking if the potential is reduced sufficiently
for hydrogen discharge. However, where acidification of the localized environment within a pit
occurs, hydrogen discharge is likely to be facilitated.

While it is possible to predict cracking domains from thermodynamic data for some of the
systems to which Figure 6 refers, there are difficulties with such predictions when the bulk
environment is changed within a pit or crack enclave. Moreover, even successful predictions have
followed from experimental determination of the cracking domain boundaries and, at present, there
is no theoretical approach to determining whether or not a particular metal-environment
combination, for which there is no prior experience, will promote SCC. However, there are some
relatively rapid experimental approaches to determining the potency of systems for SCC, where the
bulk environment is itself the potent solution. The latter may derive from the bulk solution, which
itself may be incapable of promoting SCC, by concentration in a crevice or at a heat transfer surface.
In these circumstances predictability may be more difficult, unless the possibility of such concen-
tration is recognized. The instances of SCC in pipelines mentioned in the context of Figures 2-4
illustrate the point. The transgranular cracking (Fig. 4) is due to the presence of a dilute ground water
containing CO2 (pH w 6.5), while the intergranular cracking (Figs. 2 and 3) is due to the generation
of a relatively concentrated carbonate-bicarbonate solution derived from ground water but
concentrated due to the flow of cathodic current at the pipe surface and ion transport, as well as heat
transfer in the crevice between the pipe and a disbonded coating. Where crack advance is by
dissolution, the crack tip must be active, but as the crack advances the crack sides must become
relatively inactive, otherwise the sides will extend laterally and the geometry will be changed to that
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of a pit. Figure 4 shows evidence of corrosion on the crack sides increasing in moving away from the
tip, so that the amount of activity acceptable on the crack sides will depend on the rate of crack
growth. Transitions from electrochemically active to relatively inactive behavior may be expected to
be reflected in the current response of the bare metal exposed to the appropriate environment. Thus,
dissolution will be associated with the passage of relatively high anodic current densities, but with
the passage of time this current will decay if filming occurs. Very rapid rates of decay are not likely to
permit much dissolution and so are not likely to be indicative of conditions conducive to SCC. Very
slow rates of decay are more likely to be indicative of insufficient development of inactivity to retain
crack geometry. There are various techniques for measuring these features, including scratching or
rapidly straining electrodes previously filmed at particular potentials. A convenient way of
anticipating the range of potentials in which SCC may occur is through potentiodynamic polarization
curves determined at different sweep rates [8]. If the potential of an initially film-free surface is
rapidly changed (« 1 V/min) over an appropriate range, then the currents passed at the surface will
indicate ranges of potential in which relatively high anodic activity is likely. The rapid sweep of the
potential range has the object of minimizing film formation. If the experiment is repeated at a slow
rate («10mV/min) of potential change allowing filming, comparison of the two curves will
indicate ranges of potential within which high anodic activity in the film-free condition reduces to
insignificant activity at the slow sweep rate, thereby identifying the range of potentials in which SCC
is likely. The method correctly anticipates SCC of ferritic steels in a number of very different
environments, but is only applicable where air-formed oxide films can be reduced. Thus for metals
with very stable films resort is to scraping or rapid straining as means of creating bare metal. For
systems where cracks may be initiated from pits, measurement of the pitting potential can give an
indication of the minimum potential for cracking, while for systems where hydrogen-induced
cracking is possible calculation of the equilibrium potential for hydrogen discharge, from the pH of
the solution, will give an indication of the highest potential for such cracking. However, in the
application of any of these approaches to estimating potentials for cracking it is well to remember
that the surfaces in plant may differ appreciably in terms of potentials from those measured in the
laboratory, the latter usually on carefully polished surfaces, in the same environment. Consequently,
a laboratory SCC test at open circuit potential may not give an adequate indication of the propensity
for cracking in a particular system. A few additional tests at controlled potentials, defined by some
appropriate electrochemical measurements, are therefore necessary. This is especially so if cracking
does not occur at open circuit.

In relation to the stressing of specimens for assessing the propensity for SCC in any system, slow
strain rate tests (SSRT) offer a rapid method of arriving at a result [9, 1O]. These, which may be
conducted on initially plain or precracked specimens, are simply tensile tests conducted at relatively
slow strain rates, typically of the order of ~ 10~6/s for steels and Cu or Ni alloys, and 10~5/s for
Ti or Mg alloys. Failure will usually occur in 1 or 2 days and various parameters may be employed
for quantifying the results, particularly those related to ductility, although fractographic or
metallographic examination of the failed samples should be conducted. Obviously, the stressing and/
or straining conditions in SSRT are beyond those likely to be experienced in service. Strain rate
effects in the latter are considered later, but where the objective of the laboratory test is to give a
"go-no go" result quickly, then SSRT are particularly useful.

C. THE ROLE OF STRESS IN SCC

It is usual to consider the role of stress, or the stress intensity factor in the case of precracked
specimens, in terms of its influence upon the time to failure in a given system. Figure 7 shows some
typical results [11], which indicates that there is a stress, often referred to as the threshold stress,
below which failure does not occur in an extended test time. The threshold stress is not only a
function of alloy composition and structure, but also of the environmental conditions, including
solution composition, potential, and temperature, so that it is not a unique property of a material in
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FIGURE 7. Initial stress-time to failure curves for ferritic steels with different Ni contents in boiling 4 W
NH4NO3. The data points for only one steel are shown but those give an indication of the scatter for each
steel [U].

the sense of a yield or tensile strength. Moreover, while the threshold stress is sometimes defined as
the stress below which cracking does not occur, this is not necessarily so and it is better defined as the
stress above which total failure occurs, since for some systems cracks have been shown to initiate
below the threshold but to cease to propagate after some growth. It is difficult to explain why cracks
should cease to propagate on any stress based argument, since stress concentration or intensification
would be expected to increase with crack growth under constant load. A feasible explanation is that it
is not stress per se, but the strain rate it engenders that is the controlling factor, and that cracks cease
to propagate when the crack tip strain rate falls below some critical value related to the rate of film
growth. Such an explanation is consistent with the influence of the relative times at which the stress
and the environmental conditions for cracking are established, creep at constant load prior to the
establishment of the environmental conditions delaying or preventing cracking in laboratory tests.
Obviously, it is also consistent with the demonstration of the influence of applied strain rate upon
cracking for a wide variety of combinations of metal and environment, for some of which it has been
shown that sufficiently slow rates of straining can result in ductile failure without impairment of the
tensile strength of the alloy despite its exposure to a potent cracking environment.

There is another important consequence of the significance of strain rate in facilitating crack
growth and it relates to cyclic, as opposed to static, loading. Hysteresis effects are well known to
accompany cyclic loading and the cyclic stress-strain curves of materials often fall appreciably
below their monotonic loading counterparts, reflecting the fact that cyclic loading facilitates
microplastic deformation [12]. It follows from such observations that load cycling may produce SCC
at significantly lower stresses than those needed with static loading. Figure 8 shows this to be so for a
pipeline steel exposed to a carbonate-bicarbonate solution by comparison of the data for static and
cyclic loading conditions [13]. In the absence of cyclic loading (A£=0), the threshold stress
intensity factor, K^9 is ~ 21 MN/m3/2, and cyclic loading at the frequency of 11 Hz did not alter
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FIGURE 8. Modified Goodman diagram indicating loading parameters for which intergranular or transgranular
cracking were observed in a pipeline steel exposed to a carbonate-bicarbonate solution at 750C and —0.65
V(SCE) [13].

that threshold, although intergranular cracking extended to AK values of ~ 5 MN/m372 before a
transition to transgranular cracking. With reduction of the frequency of load cycling to 0.19 Hz, not
only is the purely intergranular cracking observed at higher AK values, but the threshold mean
stress intensity factor is reduced to ~ 10MN/m3/2 at small values of AK. Similar large reductions
in threshold stresses have been observed with initially plain specimens when subjected to cyclic
loading at low frequencies and stress amplitudes of ~ 20% of the mean stress.

Of course, it may be argued that with cyclic loading what is being studied is corrosion fatigue, but
fractographically the cyclically loaded specimens are indistinguishable from statically loaded
samples, providing that the AK values are maintained below those levels that promote transgranular
cracking. Indeed it may be argued that the latter mode of cracking is more typical of what may be
expected in corrosion fatigue in such a system. The distinction here then is not between static and
cyclic loading, or SCC and corrosion fatigue, but rather between relatively small stress amplitudes at
low frequencies, sometimes referred to as ripple loading, and the much higher stress amplitudes
usually involved with fatigue. Such distinctions are inevitably rather arbitrary, but there is another
point to be remembered in this context, which relates to environmental influences. The environments
that will promote corrosion fatigue in, say, ferritic steels are much more extensive than those that will
promote SCC. A possible reason is that, as already mentioned, for SCC the environment needs to
have characteristics that assist in the retention of crack geometry by filming of crack sides, but with
large amplitude stresses mechanical crack sharpening occurs, so that there are less stringent
requirements for the properties of the environment.

D. PREVENTION AND CONTROL OF SCC

Since the incidence of SCC requires a susceptible alloy to be exposed to a specific environment
at stresses above some limiting value, it follows that control of the problem may be through
manipulation of any or all of these three parameters. Ideally, approaches to prevention should begin
with the selection of a resistant alloy, which is the most usual approach, followed by consideration of
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FIGURE 9. Approaches to SCC control.

possible modification of the stress or environment, with variations within these three themes as
outlined in Figure 9 [14]. However, it sometimes happens that SCC occurs in an existing plant when
such had not been anticipated at the design stage or, indeed, that a susceptible material had to be used
because of other considerations, in which cases the approaches to prevention are restricted. Whatever
approach is pursued it is likely to depend on experience or laboratory test data and it is important
to realize that alloy susceptibility is not simply a function of alloy composition or structure, but
also of the environmental conditions. Thus, Figure 7 shows the beneficial effects of sufficient Ni
additions to a ferritic steel upon resistance to cracking, as measured by the threshold stress, in a
nitrate environment. However, if the same steels are exposed to a boiling MgCl2 solution, then
the Ni additions have the effect of increasing cracking susceptibility, although much higher
(w 50%) additions may promote immunity, based upon data for austenitic steels containing some
18-20% Cr [15].

1. Metallurgical Approaches

There are many published studies of the manipulation of the composition or structure of alloys to
control SCC [16]. Where intergranular cracking is due to segregation at the grain boundaries, control
of the segregant affords a means of controlling SCC. Thus, restricting the carbon content of stainless
steels to a maximum of 0.02%, whereby weld sensitization is avoided, can markedly improve
cracking resistance [17]. There are other examples of relatively small changes in alloy composition
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markedly influencing cracking resistance (e.g., in aluminum alloys [18]), but in many instances,
relatively large additions of alloying elements are necessary to achieve significant improvements in
resistance. The point may be illustrated by data for additions to ferritic steels in relation to their SCC
susceptibility in NO3 or OH solutions [11]. It has already been mentioned that cracking is a function
of potential for a given environment and determination of that relationship in SSRT affords a means
of comparing the effects of alloying additions. The susceptibility in an SSRT may be expressed in
terms of the ratio of the time to failure in the potent solution to that in an inert environment (oil) at the
same temperature, a ratio of 1 indicating no susceptibility and increasing departure from 1 indicating
increasing susceptibility. A plot of that ratio against potential bounds an area within which SCC
occurs, that area being a measure of the stress corrosion index (SCI), and reductions or increases in
that area indicate beneficial or deleterious effects, respectively, for alloying additions. Multiple
regression analysis of the data resulted in the following equations for the relative effects of various
alloying additions upon SCI in NO3 and OH solutions.

SCI(NQ3) - 1777 - 996.%C - 390.%Ti - 343.%Al(-132.%Mn) - lll.%Cr - 90.%Mo

- 62.%Ni + 292.%Si

SCI(OH) = 105 - 45.%C - 40.%Mn - 13.7.%Ni - 12.3.%Cr - ll.%Ti + 2.5.%A1

+ 87.%Si + 413.%Mo

The first constant on the right-hand side of those expressions reflects the greater propensity for
cracking and the wider potential range involved with NO3 than OH solutions, while negative
coefficients for the various alloying elements indicate beneficial effects and positive coefficients
deleterious influences. (Where a coefficient is bracketed, the t ratio, the coefficient/standard error of
the coefficient, was < 2 and only the remaining elements should be regarded as having significant
effects.) The data reflected in these equations underline a point mentioned earlier, that alloying
additions that are beneficial in relation to cracking in one environment may not have a similar
influence in a different solution. Thus, while Mo additions are beneficial in relation to the cracking of
ferritic steels in NO3, they are markedly deleterious in relation to OH induced cracking, largely
because they extend the range of potentials for cracking in OH solutions. It is apparent from the
coefficients involved that relatively large alloying additions are necessary for large decreases in
susceptibility, varying with the environment and element involved, but averaging some 8-9%,
neglecting carbon where other considerations usually inhibit its involvement in the prevention of
SCC. By the same token, some possible compositions that could be deduced from those equations as
rendering a ferritic steel immune, would not produce usable materials.

The structure of an alloy is often determined by strength or ductility considerations rather than
SCC resistance, although the latter has been shown to be influenced by structure in many materials.
In general, large grain sizes are often associated with relatively low threshold stresses for SCC,
reflecting the influence of grain size upon yield strength, but increasing the latter by quenching and
tempering treatments, where feasible, or heat affected zones associated with welds, may result in
higher crack growth rates. In relation to intergranular SCC, heat treatments may be effective in
redistributing those features at grain boundaries that promote electrochemical heterogeneity. Thus,
solution heat treatment of stainless steels to redissolve carbides and eliminate Cr depletion at
previously sensitized grain boundaries can be effective in avoiding SCC [17]. There are other
examples involving materials as diverse as Al and Ni alloys where cracking can be influenced by
appropriate heat treatments. Structural modification associated with cold work may also influence
SCC resistance, but it will rarely be the case that this can be used in plant in view of its implications
in other directions.

A review [19] of information on the use of metallic coatings applied to Al, Mg, and Ti alloys,
together with low alloy and stainless steels, concluded that sacrificial coatings are beneficial on all
those materials except low alloy steels. Medium-to-higher strength steels are particularly prone to
hydrogen-related cracking, so metallic coatings, especially Zn, that promote low electrode potentials



must be used with care, with galvanized high strength steel bolts being capable of delayed failure
when subjected to atmospheric corrosion. Where SCC occurs in potential ranges above those that
lead to hydrogen discharge, the use of metallic coatings based on Al, Cr, or Ni can be beneficial,
depending on their influence on potential in relation to the range of the latter in which SCC occurs.
The same review [19] indicates that conversion coatings applied to Al, Mg, or Ti alloys give little
protection against SCC when applied alone, or may even be deleterious, but in conjunction with
high-grade paint schemes, they give fair protection.

2. Environmental Approaches

In relation to control through environmental factors, Figure 9 indicates a number of different
approaches. Where the offending chemical species can be removed from the environment, there is an
obvious action, as has been practiced in cases where small amounts of chloride have caused cracking
of stainless steel. Of course, where the offending substance is a reactant or product in a process, that
approach is not available and recourse must be to some alternative, of which anodic or cathodic
protection look attractive in light of the restricted ranges of potential in which SCC occurs. Cathodic
protection could be applied to preventing SCC in the systems to which Figure 6 refers, although as
already mentioned, each of those environments can promote hydrogen-related cracking in steels at
sufficiently low potentials. Consequently, the potential needs to be carefully controlled below the
lowest value for dissolution-related cracking but above the highest potential for hydrogen-induced
failure. Anodic protection could be an effective means of control for some of the systems involved
with Figure 6, although not where cracking is associated with pitting, since the primary requirement
for such protection is an environment that allows the formation of stable passivating films at
potentials above the cracking domain. For either of these approaches to SCC control it is vital that
the current required to change the potential reaches all of the surfaces exposed to the environment.
This can present some difficulties where narrow crevices are present in the structure or where
intermittent wetting or discontinuous liquid films are involved.

Inhibitive additions to environments to control SCC has long been practiced, especially in
relation to the caustic cracking of boilers, although other systems may be similarly treated [20, 21].
Oxidizing substances that simply raise the potential above the range for SCC can be effective
providing they are maintained at an appropriate concentration. However, some such inhibitors may
be unsafe in that they are ineffective if some other agency operates to cause the potential to remain
within the cracking range. Thus, while raising the pH of NO3 solutions to about 7 inhibits inter-
granular cracking at the open circuit potential, steels tested at even higher pH values can suffer SCC
if the potential is held within the cracking range. Clearly the ideal, or safe, inhibitor is one that
prevents cracking even when the potential is within the range that promotes SCC in the absence of
the inhibitor. Safe inhibitors have been identified for particular systems, and can be effective in
preventing the growth of existing cracks as well as avoiding initiation, while substances capable of
preventing the ingress of hydrogen to metals are also known. Some of those inhibitors are suitable for
incorporation into paints or other organic coatings, preferably within the priming coat as leach
primers, in view of the well-established facility of coatings to allow the passage of water and other
molecules.

Temperature is an important parameter in most instances of SCC, the conditions for cracking in
terms of potential range and crack velocities being typical thermally activated processes. While
temperatures may be dictated by other considerations than SCC control (e.g., in process plant), lower
temperatures are less likely to result in cracking in many situations or will be associated with lower
crack growth rates.

3. Stress Control

Many practical instances of SCC result from the presence of residual stresses, so thermal stress relief
may be expected to be beneficial. The most usual problems with applying full stress relieving heat



treatments to structures is that they are either too large for available furnace capacity or they distort at
the relatively high temperatures involved ( w 65O0C for ferritic and « 80O0C for austenitic steels).
However, partial stress relief by heating to lower temperatures can be adequate where the total
residual and operating stresses are reduced below the threshold stress. Moreover, these lower
temperatures can be achieved with less distortion in furnace annealing and can be achieved with
locally applied heating on large structures. The application of local heating to obtain reduction of the
peak tensile residual stresses needs to be practiced with care, if the thermal stresses involved in the
relieving process are not to simply move the high stresses to other areas. A variation on local heating
for redistributing stresses has been applied to the stainless steel cracking problem associated with
boiling water reactors. Induction heating of the outside of a pipe to 500 to 55O0C, while maintaining
the inside surface at 10O0C with cooling water, results in compressive stresses on the inside surface
where SCC may otherwise occur [22]. Similar changes in the residual stress distribution may be
achieved with last pass heat sink welding, involving the application of a high weld heat input during
the last pass while maintaining the inside surface of the pipe at ~ 10O0C with flowing water [22].
Compressive stresses at surfaces where SCC would otherwise initiate can be induced by other
means, shot peening or grit blasting having been shown to be effective in that respect [14].

While residual stresses probably account for most SCC failures in service, operational stresses
may be becoming an increasing contributor to such failures, possibly deriving from the more
efficient use of materials by employing higher operating stresses. Operating conditions are largely
dictated by considerations other than control of SCC, but it is important to remember that stress
cycles in particular may lower the threshold stress for cracking below that associated with static
loading. In some service situations, the most damaging stress fluctuations are likely to be associated
with start-up and shutdown, a matter that has been considered in some detail in relation to the
damage to boiling water reactor components [23]. Otherwise relatively little consideration has been
given to whether or not start-up or shutdown procedures for plant may be identified that would
minimize SCC risks while remaining realistic from other operations viewpoints. The latter consi-
derations will most often override the former, but there are likely to be some circumstances where
operational conditions can be manipulated to minimize the risk associated with stress cycles.

While ideally structures should be designed and fabricated so that SCC is avoided, in practice it is
sometimes necessary to live with the problem. This implies an ability to detect and measure the size
of cracks before they reach the critical size that may result in catastrophic failure. Such inspection
has important implications for plant design, which obviously should allow inspection at appropriate
locations. Failures have occurred at locations where inspection was not possible, but could have been
avoided by inspection had the problem been anticipated. The most likely locations for cracking, with
their implications for inspection, are regions of high residual stress (welded, bolted, or riveted joints)
and regions where stress or environment concentration can occur (notches and crevices). A variety of
nondestructive test (NDT) techniques are available for monitoring crack growth and provision for
such is now being made at the design stage in some cases so that early detection can be achieved.
There is one NDT technique that may have widespread use, even though it is not one for monitoring
crack growth so much as detection, and which is worthy of special mention in the present context. It
involves the use of liquids, such as dye penetrants, which can themselves induce cracking in some
materials, especially high strength steels prone to hydrogen-induced cracking [14].
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